
REALIZE RAPID AND ONGOING VALUE
Organizations begin realizing value just days after deploying Stratosphere Match, thanks to a fast and easy 

implementation (approximately 1 week per record type). Whether integrated with an enterprise master data 

management solution or used standalone, Match empowers stewardship teams to address data duplication more 

efficiently and effectively, helping them to quickly diminish data exception backlogs.

Decision tracking provides transparency that enables managers to identify deficiencies and training opportunities. 

The ability to easily reverse changes eliminates the routine hiring of specialists, dramatically lowering IT costs. Labor 

savings expand over time as rule changes made in Stratosphere Match prevent more and more types of exceptions 

from occurring, gradually reducing data stewardship requirements while promoting enterprise data integrity.

DYNAMIC FEATURES 
WITH INTUITIVE 
FUNCTIONALITY
Stratosphere Match brings clarity to data 

stewardship decisions with an elegantly simple 

interface and intuitive process. After grouping 

similar records, stewards can conduct side-by-side 

comparisons, highlight exceptions, and trace the 

location and interdependency of individual records.

MAXIMIZE DATA INTEGRITY WITH 
STRATOSPHERE MATCH

Stratosphere Match is a robust data comparison and analysis tool that enables organizations to make 
deduplication decisions efficiently and effectively, improving data integrity by ensuring records are 
cleaned and properly linked. With a powerful user interface, the low-code solution accelerates the 
data stewardship process, reducing team members’ workload and minimizing IT involvement. 
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Find Out What Stratosphere Match Can Do For Your Organization REQUEST A DEMO

Stewards can choose a master from among candidates 

to have all other records updated with that information, 

or can select material field by field and from multiple 

sources, determine survivorship, and merge that data 

to create a complete and accurate master record. 

 

Preview options allow review of the analysis by an 

authorized user to ensure data accuracy, and output 

the data to the appropriate system upon approval.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Automation reduces 
exception backlogs and 
labor associated with 
manual processes.

Efficient routing moves 
critical questions to the 
right people quickly. 

Flexible fixes allow users 
to quickly implement and 
test changes to resolve 
root causes of future 
exceptions without risk 
and additional budget.

Rollback capability 
means changes can be 
easily reversed and will 
automatically update 
associated data across 
systems, without the need 
for specialty consultants.

Stratosphere helps organizations bring together the right people, tools, and 

technology to achieve their vision. Our team of experts in no-code/low-code 

platforms provide delivery, guidance, and training to automate repetitive tasks, 

freeing up teams to engage in higher-level, more meaningful tasks. The company 

is headquartered in Dallas, and clients span the largest governmental agencies, 

as well as leading businesses in healthcare, telecom, financial services, and 

more. Learn more at www.stratosphereconsulting.com.

The Pega + Stratosphere Match Advantage

Stratosphere Match enables organizations to improve overall data 

integrity by reconciling duplicate data and ensuring records are clean 

and properly linked. Whether used as a standalone or integrated with 

Pega’s master data management solution, Match provides an easily 

mastered interface for data comparison, analysis, exception resolution 

and integration into a complete and accurate master record. Match 

integrates seamlessly with your existing architecture with zero impact.
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